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TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY LEADERSHIP 
 NOW IS THE TIME TO INVOKE BEAUTY 

 

I am not a businessman, I am an artist. 
Warren Buffett1 

 
“These times are riven with anxiety and uncertainty. . . . In the hearts of people some 
natural ease has been broken. …Our trust in the future has lost its innocence. We 
know now that anything can happen. . . . The traditional structures of shelter are 
shaking, their foundations revealed to be no longer stone but sand. We are suddenly 
thrown back on ourselves. Politics, religion and economics, and the institutions of family 
and community, all have become abruptly unsure. At first, it sounds completely naïve to 
suggest that now might be the time to invoke beauty. Yet this is exactly what . . . [we 
claim]. Why? Because there is nowhere else to turn and we are desperate; furthermore, 
it is because we have so disastrously neglected the Beautiful that we now find ourselves 
in such a terrible crisis.”2                                                                  

 
Twenty-first century society yearns for a leadership of possibility, a leadership based 
more on hope, aspiration, innovation, and beauty than on the replication of historical 
patterns of constrained pragmatism. Luckily, such a leadership is possible today. For the 
first time in history, leaders can work backward from their aspirations and imagination 
rather than forward from the past.3 “The gap between what people can imagine and 
what they can accomplish has never been smaller.”4   
 
Responding to the challenges and yearnings of the twenty-first century demands 
anticipatory creativity. Designing options worthy of implementation calls for levels of 
inspiration, creativity, and a passionate commitment to beauty that, until recently, have 
been more the province of artists and artistic processes than the domain of most 
managers. The time is right for the artistic imagination of each of us to co-create the 
leadership that the world most needs and deserves. 
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 LEADING BEAUTIFULLY:  THE EXHIBITION 
 

The soul…never thinks without a picture 
Aristotle, 384-322 BCE 

  
ENTERING INTO REFLECTIVE SILENCE 
 

More than 2500 years ago, Confucius admonished leaders to seek perspective and 
wisdom through reflection, rather than simply attempt to learn through experience and 
imitation. Confirming Confucius’ understanding, Harvard Professor Howard Gardner’s 
contemporary research identified daily reflection as one of only three core 
competencies that distinguish leaders who make an extraordinary difference in the 
world from their more ordinary counterparts.5 Management guru Peter Drucker 
similarly advocated daily reflection,6 as have many of the most prominent leadership 
experts. Even with such admonitions to regularly engage in personal reflection and 
sense-making, management and leadership, both as taught and as practiced, have focused 
almost exclusively on action rather than reflection.7 Most people today guard little or no 
time for reflective silence. They all too frequently recognize themselves in poet and 
global management consultant David Whyte’s description:  

We are a busy people in a busy …culture But even the busiest person wants 
wisdom and sense in busyness. … All of us want to work smarter rather than 
harder. Yet all of us are familiar with frantic busyness as a state that continually 
precludes us from opening to the quiet and contemplation it takes to be [wise].8   

The exhibition invites you to enter into silence in order to deepen your appreciation of 
beauty and of leading beautifully. Aided by paintings, music, and words of wisdom, you 
are invited to re-encounter your understanding of yourself as a leader – as a co-creator 
of our global society and economy.  

 
EMBRACING BEAUTY 
SILENCE SUPPORTING OUR ABILITY 
TO SEE AND TO EXPERIENCE BEAUTY 

 

Beauty is almost completely absent from most discussions of twenty-first-century 
leadership and condemned by most contemporary art critics and theorists.9 “Why 
should beauty be suspect?”10  
 

What is beauty? What would leading beautifully look like? Do we even recognize it 
when we see it? Positive psychologists, along with those introducing positive approaches 
into our organizational vocabulary, have focused scholarship on courage, wisdom, 
happiness and a wide array of other human virtues. Yet rarely do we engage with the 
power and profound influence of beauty. Given the decades of cultural neglect, can we 
still see the beauty that exists in the world? Can we see the beauty in our organizations 
and our lives? Are we still capable of yearning for a world that is beautiful – rather than 
one that is merely less ugly? How do we regain our ability and responsibility to co-
create a more beautiful world? How do we reclaim our profoundly human role as 
creators and leaders? 
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CONTEMPLATING THE CHOREOGRAPHY OF COLOR 
LEVERAGING ARTISTIC INSPIRATION  
 

Art speaks to us in a holistic language beyond words. Invite the paintings into your 
reflection. Let them offer you an “opportunity to escape the … ugliness of life and enter 
into an extraordinary world of imagination, creativity, and beauty.”11 Allow the 
choreography of color to guide your eyes as you traverse the topography of paintings, 
sculpture, and music that surrounds you. 
 

We invite you to choose one painting that attracts you for any reason whatsoever. 
Simply look at it for at least three minutes – which, in our exceedingly quick-paced 
multi-tasking world, may seem like an eternity. Then ask yourself: What in your life 
deserves the quality of attention you just gave to the painting? What in your leadership 
deserves the same quality of attention? What in the world deserves this quality            
of attention? 
 
RECLAIMING OUR ABILITY 
TO SEE BEAUTY 
 

“Sadly, whether from [busyness, indifference, guilt, shame,] resentment, fear or 
blindness, beauty is often refused, repudiated or cut down to the size of our timid 
perceptions. The tragedy is that what we refuse to attend to cannot reach us. In turning 
away from beauty, we turn away from all that is wholesome and true, and deliver 
ourselves into an exile where the vulgar and artificial dull and deaden the human spirit. 
In their vicinity, we are unable to feel or think with any refinement. They cannot truly 
engage us because of their emptiness . . . . They are not a presence but an absence    
that evicts.12  
 

As you view the art, notice what to you appears most beautiful – in the exhibition as a 
whole and in the small details. Notice the beauty in the art itself and in your reaction to 
the art. Appreciate the beauty of the insights that capture your attention. As you reflect 
on the daily patterns of your life, consider what you would need to do to see more of 
the beauty that already surrounds you – the beauty of our planet, the beauty in our 
organizations, the beauty in relationships, and the beauty in yourself.  
 
RECLAIMING OUR ABILITY 
TO ENVISION THE BEAUTIFUL 
 

“There is an unseemly coarseness to our times which robs the grace from our textures 
of language, feeling and presence. Such coarseness falsifies and anaesthetizes our desire. 
This is particularly evident in the spread of greed. . . . Greed is unable to envisage any 
form of relationship other than absorption or possession. However, when we awaken 
to beauty, we keep desire alive in its freshness, passion and creativity.”13 We remember, 
once again, that “ownership of something beautiful does not make it more beautiful.”14  
 

How can we reclaim our ability to aspire to a truly beautiful world? Beauty may be what 
is “most missing in this highly technological world of ours. . . . We value efficiency 
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instead. . . . We create trash. . . . But beauty, right proportion in all things, harmony in 
the universe of our lives . . . eludes us. We forgo the natural and the real for the gaudy 
and the pretentious. We are, as a people, awash in the banal. . . . Beauty takes us 
beyond the visible to the height of consciousness, past the ordinary to the mystical, 
away from the expedient to the endless true.”15             
 

We need to re-ask ourselves: How can we reclaim our ability to yearn for and to 
envision a world filled with beauty?  
                                
RECLAIMING OUR COMMITMENT  
TO BRING BEAUTY INTO THE WORLD 
 

“Because our present habit of mind is governed by the calculus of consumerism and 
busyness, we are less and less frequently available to the exuberance of beauty.”16 
“Though we have become more helpless and hopeless, we have grown keenly aware of 
the urgency and necessity for real and positive change. We grow increasingly deaf to the 
worn platitudes of staid authority. . . . [We realize that the] zealots of analysis have 
become blind. In contrast, beauty offers us . . . remembrance of our true origin and real 
destination. . . . The Beautiful… invites us to surrender so that we can participate in the 
forming of a new and vital coherence that is native to our desire.”17          
 

When we awaken to the call of beauty, we become aware of new ways of being in the 
world. We were created to be creators. . . . The time is now right for beauty to 
surprise and liberate us.18 It is our moment, as human beings and as leaders, to reclaim 
our commitment to bring beauty into the world. As leaders we remember that “Beauty 
. . . is the highest integrative level of understanding and the most comprehensive 
capacity for effective action. It enables us to go with, rather than against, the deepest 
[tendencies] …of the universe.”19  
 

Where have you brought beauty into the world most recently? today? this week? this 
year? in your life time?  
 
RECLAIMING THE COURAGE 
TO BRING BEAUTY INTO THE WORLD 
 

“Perhaps we are gaining a clear[er] view of how much ugliness we endure and allow. 
The media generate relentless images of mediocrity and ugliness . . . tapestries of 
smothered language and frenetic gratification. The media … [have become] the global 
mirror and [they]  . . .  tend to enshrine the ugly as the normal. . . . Beauty is mostly 
forgotten and made to seem naïve and romantic. . . .20 Our situation today shows that 
beauty demands for itself at least as much courage as do truth and goodness. . . . .21  
 

Leading beautifully most certainly does not make courage unnecessary. As we re-
embrace beauty, we remind ourselves of the need for courage. Drawing on a deep place 
of knowing, we remind ourselves that “courage is the ability to have power over [our] . 
. . fears”; it is not an absence of fear.22 
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A RETURN TO THE WORLD 
THE FIERCE URGENCY OF NOW 

 

As you leave the sanctuary of the exhibition and re-enter the busyness of your 
professional world and day-to-day life, consider how you can best hold the beauty you 
have reclaimed for yourself. As you do so, seek to remain in the questions rather than 
attempting to discover immediate answers. Ask yourself: for me, what is beauty? Where 
does it already exist in my life? How can I support myself and others in aspiring to 
create a truly beautiful world? From where do I draw the courage to speak and to act 
beautifully while living in a world that remains orchestrated by ugliness? In which ways 
am I called to make the world a more beautiful place?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

      In such ugly times, the only true protest is beauty. 
Phil Ochs 

 
 
 
When I am working on a problem,  
I never think about beauty. 
I think of only how to solve the problem. 
 But when I have finished, 
if the solution is not beautiful, 
I know it is wrong.  

Buckminster Fuller  
 
 
 

 
 
Let the beauty we love be what we do 

Rumi     
 
 

http://quote.robertgenn.com/auth_search.php?authid=1053�
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THE POWER OF BEAUTY 
 
Power and Beauty are two words we don’t usually find together. Yet now the time has 
come, for we are at the threshold in the creative cycle when the force of logical mind 
thinking will join with the intuitive strength of feeling.  It is a time of synthesis, when the 
outer is fueled by the inner, when passion is sparked by compassion, when vibrant 
energy is born in silence. 
 

Such is the art of Nancy Adler. Working in the fluid and transparent mediums of 
watercolor and ink, she transports us to the moment when form merges with mystery. 
Her art is a tender balance of line and spill, a dance between movement and stillness.  
And behind it all is the invitation to the viewer to enter the mystery oneself, where 
form marries the formless.  It is the Great Mystery, really, when Heaven and Earth 
become one. 
 

Look at these paintings, and you see the core of Nancy, the beauty that inspires the 
power. Look deeper still, and you will see you own. 
 

Jeanne Carbonetti 
Artist  
Crow Hill Gallery 
Vermont, USA 
 
 
 
 

THE POWER OF ART 
 
In a world focused on busyness, Dr. Adler invites us to rethink how we go about our 
business, suggesting that reflecting on beauty might offer us fresh insights into our 
leadership practice. Her art exhibitions create a space for us to move from action to 
reflection, and in the process to be moved by the power of art! 
 

Nick Nissley, Ed.D. 
Executive Director 
Leadership Development at The Banff Centre 
Banff, Alberta, Canada 
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LEADING BEAUTIFULLY 
CONVERSATIONS AND PORTRAITS 

 

Beauty is an endless and elusive theme. 
What beauty is can never be finally said. 

John O’Donohue23 
 
Ultimately, each of us must create our own approach to beauty and to leading 
beautifully. Leadership is always a self-portrait; no artist or academic can ever paint a 
leadership portrait for us. Within the exhibition, you will be offered two opportunities 
to paint portraits of yourself leading beautifully – once in words and once with pastels.  
 
LEADING BEAUTIFULLY 
CONVERSATIONS 
 

“When we hear the word ‘beauty’, we inevitably think that beauty belongs in a special 
elite realm where only the extraordinary dwells. Yet without realizing it, each day each 
one of us is visited by beauty. …A world without beauty would be unbearable. Indeed 
the subtle touches of beauty are what enable most people to survive. Yet beauty is so 
quietly woven through our ordinary days that we hardly notice it. Everywhere there is 
tenderness, care and kindness, there is beauty.”24 
 

Contemporary theatre has been exploring the impact of performances that are meant 
to be experienced by an audience of one. 25 Visual artists are now beginning to explore 
the same intimate domain. Patterned after British-German artist Tino Senhal’s 2010 art 
exhibition (“This Progress”) at New York City’s Guggenheim Museum, the Montreal 
Reality in Transition exhibition is also designed as a one-on-one performance space in 
which “the art walks beside you, asking questions.”26 And perhaps most important in 
deviating from contemporary norms, the art attentively listens to the answers. 
Throughout the exhibition, interviewers will host one-on-one conversations with guests 
to explore their personal conceptions of beauty and of leading beautifully.   
 
LEADING BEAUTIFULLY 
SELF-PORTRAITS 
 

Because no painting by anyone else, no matter how skilled the artist, can reflect the true 
leadership of another person, the final room in the exhibition is not another gallery, but 
rather an Atelier. Within the Atelier, guests are invited to draw portraits of themselves 
leading beautifully. Similar to the Leading Beautifully Conversations, the self-portraits 
draw on recent trends in contemporary theatre and contemporary art exhibitions that 
seek to more fully involve the audience. The Leading Beautifully Self-Portraits at the 
Montreal exhibition were inspired by the Art Gallery of Ontario’s Modigliani exhibition 
at which guests drew portraits – but not with the additional challenge of capturing the 
essence of themselves leading beautifully.27 
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Nancy J. Adler 
 

“What we cannot comprehend by analysis, 
we become aware of in awe.”28 

 
In the midst of chaos, how do we see beauty? Surrounded by turbulence, how do we 
discover simplicity? Living together on one planet, how do we simultaneously celebrate 
our collective humanity and the unique resonance of our individual voices? Given the 
power of analytic understanding—driven as it is to claim life as knowable—how do we 
re-recognize the unknown and unknowable? How do we surrender to the humility it 
takes to stand in awe of life’s mysteries?  Where do we stand when we stand in awe? 
 
Allowing a painting to be born is to stand in awe of one of life’s most beautiful 
mysteries. Invited by the blank paper, the best of my intentions and experience enter 
into a dance with uncontrollable coincidence. Neither the process nor the resulting art 
are ever completely defined. Which way will the colors run? What surprises will the ink 
reveal as it, ever so gently, touches the paint? I purposely use primarily water-based 
media that do not stay where I place them on the paper. There’s never any illusion that I 
control the process. I only enter the dance; paintings emerge out of the dance. For me, 
being an artist is about giving birth to the possibilities inherent in mystery. Creation—
whether on a canvas of words, visual images or on the planet itself—is, in fact, about 
relearning to dance with God.  
  
Drawing from both Asian and Western approaches to painting, I have been lucky to 
have had many mentors: some known personally to me, many of whom I have studied 
with. They include visual artists (Jeanne Carbonetti, Elizabeth Galante, Frances Grafton, 
Gyokusen John Leonard, Lew Yung-Chien, Tony Onley, Jacinthe Tétrault and Heather 
Yamada), poets (David Whyte), musicians (Luciane Cardassi, Linda Ippolito, Silja Suntola, 
Tim Wheater and Ben Zander), and spiritual leaders (Andre Delbecq, Abraham Joshua 
Heschel, Zalman Schachter-Shalomi, and Lise Sparrow). I draw inspiration from such 
artists as Chagall, Jamali, and Kandinski. During his lifetime, many of Marc Chagall’s 
contemporaries wrote him off for having refused the avant-garde’s invitation to create 
art strictly for art’s sake. They dismissed Chagall as a colorful, friendly painter whose art 
simply conveyed his joie de vivre. Years later, in a major 21st century retrospective of 
Chagall’s work in Paris,29 critics no longer wrote him off, but rather acclaimed the 
striking humanity of his paintings, and offered him their highest praise, “Marc Chagall 
gave this nihilist century a worthy concept:  hope.”30 
 

 
 
 -Nance 
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Find a way to make beauty necessary 
find a way to make necessity beautiful 

Anne Michaels, Fugitive Pieces 
 




